
Interview for an Ambient Stylistics

I bought a TV the other day from one of those discount stores. I lugged
it home one hot day last August, plugged it in and put it under my din-
ing room table. When I am lonely I turn on the TV and flip through the
channels. It makes me think I am going to walk into the room and say
something to someone who is there, like whafs for dinner or did you
hear about the person who put a quarter in someone else's parking
meter and was arrested for it, or it makes me want to talk about my
family sitting around the TV in the seventies listening to Chet Huntley
talk abou~ the Vietnam War when my mother says it is time to get up
and eat dinner and we get up and eat our rice with red chopsticks out
of bowls (one of them green) my father made and sometimes we never
say anything at dinner. These things never happen of course when one
is alone but they remain tangential and impossible compared to things I
was doing (having tea, taking the trash out), a kind of background
music of "splendid conversation" (Emerson said that about Carlyle
once) and everyday things going on in one's head. After the news I eat
a cookie made in Canada. I have a cup of English Breakfast tea. I write
a poem a~out a box and in one of those boxes I put a TV in it for my
father. I tie up the trash in a plastic grocery bag and leave it on the
street. I go out to Riverside Park at nnd St. and find a place under
some trees that is shielded from the streetlamps and Judy and I
exchang: looks at Hale-Bopp through fieldglasses my mother gave me
one ChrIstmas. Two or three things are happening to me now as I write
t~s and it is impossible for me not to think of those images and those
binoculars and my mother's face and Judy's hair that is blonde even at
night. This is what the ideal building should be like, incidental and
functional and very relaxed. The building must always carry with it the
sound of.some no~-identified voice. In this way talking back to a poem
(a poem ISnot a dIalogue) (that is what happens when one writes it)
(,,:hat ~mage am I giving off at this moment?) ought to resemble some-
thing lIke yoga, or yoga right after having shiatsu, a kind of nervous-
ness of being in knots with other persons followed by relaxation and
comfort with oneself.

There is somet~ng pri~tive about language and this is what most peo-
ple forget, and In the rmdst of being alone in a big city it is what one
craves most (talking) and here in the various brainwaves endlessly

going one finds the blueprint for all language and talking. And one is
most aware of this when one is not talking, when the blueprint is visible
in all those imagined conversations that one is having in one's head and
not really spoken. A perfect poet (after all poets are supposed to be the
unacknowledged masters of talking in our world today and their
neglect and poverty is testament to our own hidden world of conversa-
tion) anyway, a perfect poet-and all poets are-would do nothing
every day except ~se as ~any words as she or he could to count things:
the green and white awrung across the street with the number 310
printed on it, or the street sign in red and white mounted on a green
pole that says: NO Sf ANDING 2pm-10pm. And in point of fact, the
po.e~has already be~~ t~ere affixing words to things like spirit signs and
SpIrIt busses and SpInt lIcense plates. This is the center of civilization
and it is visible from my apartment on nnd st. I live in the center of
this world but the mapping via signage is so local and miniaturized that
mastery seems to be disappearing. I am endlessly disappointed or
depressed by who I am because this is always a reflection of what I see.
It was this that had initially led me to undertake the project of docu-
mentary, to escape, but now it is hopeless. When I look again, I realize
there are too many signs like this and there is no way to make these
landmarks for homus urbanus. I now know that a photograph cannot
create language, it cannot. I knew even then that a photograph could
not document language in the past. It is to this past that I now return.
The language is inadequate. It is to this nothing that I now devote
myself and I do nothing else but this.

T~ere is an amazing amount of conversational pOSSibility (call it luck) in
things that are almost not said to someone else, and the best poetry is
real"y not what was said but what was almost said without thinking or
feelmg. It seems everyday conversation resolves precisely around
e~hemeral things as that. Call it gossip of the mind, or an inter-ambient
kmd of talking that never actually takes place. Such talking has the
same eff:ct .f~r me---especially when I hear it in the cathode ray tubes
and the inVISible gasses of color, and the hum and drone of voices on
TV-as being in a diurnal meadow, or being in the various transistors
hot and cold inside a plastic radio I got at the local junk shop on 12Sth
51. The meadow that is television is a rainbow unglued. The colors
seem to go on and off at will, like a form of leisure or the sound of auto-
:::obiles .when one is sl~eping in the back. seat. Nothing is heightened

yond Itself. In these Instances, the TV ISmore soothing than an
Ocean,which is too dramatic to inspire a conversation. Conversation

f
neednot aspire to the condition of music for there it would J·ustcon-
rOnta v·· f . .ISlOn0 ItS own emptiness. Conversation is freer more empty
andm 'Oreconcrete than music. It has lulls, eddies, breakneck speeds,



and of course it can be used to get someone into bed and to caress that
person until they sigh and to make things up completely.

All poems must be long. They involve giving up a movement for-
wards, and that usually leads us to say something kinetic and beautiful.
The long poem plays with its own endlessness, as a duration that man-
ages to actually be a kind of narration. The longer a poem gets the
more formless it becomes, and all long poems aspire to the formless. A
truly great short poem would suggest an infinite length. The beauty of
something is the act of being something else. But all of this I think gets
coupled with, for me again, something more concrete, which is closely
linked to this idea of form but is not the form itself. In February of this
year I was looking for a mode of r.;---:--;--...-:--:-;-----;--"""':":".,....-~
expressiveness or at any rate Poetry slwuld not be as easy as breathing it
being more expressive. I have no slwuld be easier. Poet~ slwuld not be ~ronic it
idea of why I thought the long slwuld be completely Sincere, Everything that
f bl f th t reverses in a poem, like sex or ethnicity, is
po~ wa~~apa ~ 0 t· al' potentially liberating for tlwse waiting in the
er aps e vestIges 0 person 1- wings. In America, where nothing that is

ty hang most closely around American can remain American forever, one
those things we think we had must tune in all background noise, all freeway
given up. The notion of pleni- sounds, all rush Iwur music, all TV chatter, all
tude in sameness. And there was meaningless langUJlge, all forgotten operations
also an attempt to decompress in the middle of the night. The mice of a male
the outside into the inside to or female calls, and one rises, and the sunset
give up that pressure (con~tant) sleeps alone in the bed all night long. The
th t b 'ld 'th·ti I raves and the lewd and the world.a Ul s up WI wn ng. n '--- ---'
this sense the aim was to aim for writing as a form of relaxation. It
would be nice if it could breathe. It would be nice if the box I am writ-
ing could contain the ins and outs of breathing, as if breath itself could
be made redundant. A finished poem is never very beautiful (it is as
Picasso said ugly). It does not have a style (it has not enough time to do
that) but a poem being written and changing as it goes along is a very
different thing. From television we learn that 90% of things advertised
no longer exist after two years. A commercial can never be used it can
only be used up. Also the stream of commercials is not linear, it is
merely electronic. There is a very great complexity to this because it is
unrelated to what we are trying to think of right now as I write this.
The street signs, the course of the day, the doorman holding a door
across the street for a young girl with a yellow looking dog, the bottle of
Margaux 1989 my friends served me last night at their suburban home,
the arrival of daylight savings time last night at 2 am as I took the train
back into the city, the people out walking their dogs this morning-they

are not what we are thinking. Of course there is no essence here, only
surface.

A great poem strives to remain forever on the surface in this hyper-real
and heighten ambient state. In this there is a kind of relaxation. All
great poetry is deeply relaxing on the systole-diastole level and on the
level of the brainwaves. But these things are always felt in a surface
sort of way. That is why people are hardly ever aware of them or them-
selves. The poem is what is always not happening, not being said, etc.

Poems ought to be endlessly permeable, capable of fitting in every-
where they happen to be-not just the seminar room or a book review
or Bames and Noble -decentralized and ethereal, transparent, in the
air, hidden from sight, non-programmed, deeply repetitive, and they
should be divorced from posing a question or supplying an answer.
They favor all known upsettings of the real and the material. Beauty is
its own trademark for displacement, something not quite there. The
words are not essentially about what they are recording, be it love or
rain against the aluminum siding. If I say, but not to you, if I say it in a
poem and this is the great thing about a poem because it is not at all
like common everyday speech, "The oranges fall to the floor," it is as if
the end of literalness had been attached to this singular expression, as if
one inhabited a theater of missing emotions, which now resemble what
are typically but erroneously deemed "specific styles." Revelation is
achieved in the dilution of styles, the escape from omniscience, the act
of transferring out of the literal. This might lead the work away from
mere primitive self-expressiveness into something as yet undetermined
or else rigidly pre-determined by chance. The style of "its author" must
always be unwilling to exist in the work. That might be deemed beau-
ty, though it certainly wouldn't last. Poetry is thus extremely function-
al, though in reality it touches nothing-it does not pretend to any
greater materialism or realism, it is not the things we see and touch or
hear. It does not have a structure like a rock. It does not pretend to
break through to formal or stylistic innovation, as an antidote to some
former or outdated structure, for it acknowledges from the outset no
visible or presiding structure of feelings, no concept of poetry as brack-
et.

Whenever I feel like it. Poetry is good if it aspires to relaxation and
deconditioning of the human body, and forgetting about the other



structured work and play processes we hardly think about but live with
everyday unthinkingly. There is always another level to this unthink-
ing. There has been a large and difficult movement in modem poetry
that basically sought to make the reader uncomfortable and to challenge
the reader, or else it sought to remind the reader that one was listening
to someone else talking, and that this someone else had a distinctive
voice and a distinctive something-to-say. I believe the time has passed
for individual voices and statements, and difficulty, especially difficulty
compounded out of technical innovation. Both innovation and voice
and cliches and they make it hard to read poetry, I mean read poetry as
opposed to make poetry. To make poetry is easy but to read it is hard
and that is why we have so many poets today and so few readers.

But don't you have to have an ego to write poetry? I mean from a practical
standpoint it would simply not exist unless someone, an individual, took up
the making of a poem, which would lead to something like ... ?

The source of the poem is not the It slwuld now be obvious that for langWlge to
maker and the genius behind the be truly relaxing it must usher from the
poem but the experience of the things around us and not the things inside
reader and what the reader does us. LangWlge like noise must be liberated
above all is become someone who from the pornographies of the self. The result

is religion or at least pseudo-mysticism. The
listens. Now if poetry could body that is touching you. The body in yoga.
inspire that state of just listening In a country that is constantly becoming
that would be poetry. And if the more and more foreign to itself and its own
listener could inspire that state of ways, the American tradition fails to exist
just listening that would be poetry and excite attention in the poet's ear, for the
too but it would be better because ground of writing exclusively in the present
there would be no effort to make, moment is an affliction only repetition can
there would only be that state of •..co_u_n_t_er_. ..J

listening. And if the maker could only listen, there would be no need
for making at all and there would only be listening then. And of
course, because this touches on being human, I think poetry should
make the reader feel good; it should put the reader into a state of
renewed receptivity, it should make the reader forget location and voice
and style and what time it is, and where everyone around him or her is
"exactly," should make the sense feel as if they were working together.
In this way, poetry would become more and more natural, and less and
less second-hand. A regular poem that was written is completely used
up and useless and cannot tell us anything about being natural. This is
why I prefer poems in anthologies to poems in individual books. A
poem in an anthology has forgotten its author. It receives coaching
from things next to it that probably don't like it or can't understand it. I
was watching a TV show the other night on MfV and they had some-

one who knew a special kind of shiatsu and he was practicing it live on
Kennedy, the emcee for MfV's Alternative Nation show. And his
English wasn't very good but he was explaining to Kennedy how I
touch you and you touch me and everybody is touching everybody and
no one can tell who is touching who if it's you or me and even though
he wasn't saying it well he was saying being touched isn't about touch-
ing someone else or being touched by someone else it is just about
being touched and about two people experiencing tlle same thing at the
same time and whether he was saying it at all. And Kennedy who can
be very funny wasn't being funny or sarcastic she was embarrassed
because she didn't want to make fun of some Asian guy who didn't
speak English very well and because she doesn't like being touched by
a stranger on TV and because it was sort of a joke but it was also a kind
of enlightenment about touching and talking and who wants to be
enlightened while watching MfV. The best poetry wouldn't even know
that it was poetry as it was being listened to.

Yes, but it is necessary to re-think what it means to have the necessary
discipline. As John Cage remarked, "true discipline is not learned in
order to give it up, but rather in order to give oneself up. It means give
yourself up, everything, and do what it is you are going to do."

Style, especially in America, is a kind of death, successfully bringing
about what Stevens and later Ashbery-who understood his own suffo-
cation in language more than any other 20th century poet-ealled the
end of imagination. Yet strangely, there persists to this day the quest
for style as baroque self-portraiture, identity, advertisement, rebellion,
political complaint, liberation from "what came before." Nothing could
be more distressing to see as a driving force behind poetry, than the
cliche of received human emotions and the gaining of selfhood is one.
To write without or beyond a single or singular style entails the loss of
personality but it enhances the feeling. And it is principally as regards
feeling that the styleless writer realizes the goal to be both inside and
outside of the writing mechanism, once known as the self, at any given
moment, and in this way style is used as the most efficient link to the
memories that culture generates.



The minute an emotion like a poem becomes memorized (the worst
form of recognition) it ceases to exist in any meaningful or human way.
In place of emotion, one wants a mood. One wants to listen simply and
soothingly, without really caring for what it was that one was hearing.
Anything in language that slurs or slides is potentially enervating
enough to redeem itself in this manner, and thus becomes something
that one can really listen to. Anything that drags slowly in the groove
is potentially good in a meaningless sort of wavelength. Anything that
was said to be forgotten is ultra-ambient. Forgetting a word is among
the most beautiful things that can happen to the human brain. The
dumb poem is the most beautiful poem. If nothing is forgotten no
attempts at recovery will be made and hardly anything will be spoken.
Forgetting is the best reason to keep talking. For example, I was read-
ing Diana Trilling's account of her visit to the White House for a Nobel
Prize dinner with the Kennedys, in 1962 I think, the famous dinner
where JFK said that this was the largest collection of creative individu-
als ever assembled in the White House except when Thomas Jefferson
dined there alone. Diana Trilling, who seems like a rather vain and
spoiled child in the piece, talks at theatrical length about the prepara-
tions of buying a dress, then another and another without having to
spend a lot of a poor intellectual's money, and the dress she first buys is
too short and the wrong color-and one is not at all surprised by this.
That and the Kennedy quote are about all I remember about the piece,
and perhaps a detail about the men in military jackets who coach you
and tell you what to do and the way JFK sits down very quickly and
without regal pretensions. And how he exuded power. None of this
matters no. Diana Trilling has died. So has Jackie. One can hardly
imagine that dinner and JFK's speech, but one does. These are the ways
one has of feeling. If the world is white, then color is a form of redun-
dancy. Trilling's piece gives up. There are a few redundant colors but
most of them are gone. A great poem makes one forget all the colors
except one.
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